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Macgo Spring Promotion 2015 - Macgo Blu-ray Suite Discounted
Published on 05/22/15
Macgo is in the middle of its Spring Promotion 2015, offering a store-wide 54% off
discount, which runs till the end of May. Macgo is delivering its best application - Macgo
Blu-ray Player - to people who are really into Blu-ray, which has gained so much
popularity among people who prefer high definition viewing, at a huge discount. This
promotion provides free products as well, including Macgo Free iPhone Cleaner, and Macgo
Free iPhone Explorer, both offer Mac and PC versions.
Hong Kong - Macgo has launched its Spring Promotion 2015 that includes a store-wide 54%
off discount, which runs till the end of May. Macgo is delivering its best work - Macgo
Blu-ray Player to people who are really into Blu-ray, which has gained so much popularity
among people who prefer high definition viewing. This promotion provides free products as
well, such as Macgo Free iPhone Cleaner(Original: $39.95), and Macgo Free iPhone Explorer,
both offer Mac and PC versions.
M
line in the industry and supports Blu-ray Disc, Blu-ray Menu, Blu-ray ISO files, and BDMV
folder. Playing other media formats, like .MP4, .MOV, .AVI, and .FLV is free. With the
advancement of video technology, Macgo Blu-ray Player has worked hard and finally made 4K
UHD videos playable on this software, also with its DTS 5.1 stereo system, providing users
f
a
50% to make hardware acceleration function better.
This promotion provides free products as well, such as Macgo Free iPhone Cleaner
(Originally: $39.95), and Macgo Free iPhone Explorer, both are available in Mac and PC
versions. Macgo Free iPhone Cleaner is a cleaning utility for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch.
I
personal information. After its last update, Macgo Free iPhone Cleaner has improved its
scanning speed by four times to save more time for users. Macgo Free iPhone Explorer is
another effective tool to help users better manage their App files and System files like
importing or exporting music and videos between a computer and an iOS device.
Supported Operating Systems:
Mac OS X Yosemite (10.10.x) / Mavericks (10.9.x) / Mountain Lion (10.8.x)
Windows 10 Technical Preview / 8.1 / 8 / 7 / Vista(SP2 or later)
Pricing and Availability:
During this Macgo Spring Promotion 2015, the single license of Macgo Blu-ray Player (for
Mac / PC) will be $39.95, a 33% discount, and Macgo Blu-ray Suite is available for 54%
off.
Macgo International:
http://www.macblurayplayer.com/
Macgo Blu-ray Player:
http://www.macblurayplayer.com/features.htm
Purchase:
http://www.macblurayplayer.com/store.htm
Screenshot:
http://www.macblurayplayer.com/image/over-mac-screenshot04.jpg
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Application Icon:
http://www.macblurayplayer.com/image/MacBlurayPlayericon.png

Macgo International Limited is devoted to provide the most wonderful Blu-ray experience
for Mac and Windows users, and to optimize iOS devices for users. All Material and
Software (C) Copyright 2015 Macgo International Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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